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Introduction

‘Water is a limited natural resource and a public good fundamental for life and health. The human right

to water is indispensable for leading a life in human dignity. It is a prerequisite for the realization of

other human rights.’1

The introductory notes of General Comment no. 15 of the Committee for Economic, Social

and Cultural Rights (CESCR) show the importance of the right to water. This right has been

explicitly recognized by the United Nations General Assembly in Resolution 64/292 on 28

July 2010. 

Now imagine  having  a  family  with  children.  Due  to  unfortunate  circumstances  you,  the

provider of the family, can no longer pay the water bill and as a consequence you and your

children are left with no drinking water, no water to bathe in or cook with. This is the situation

of around 8000 households in the Netherlands in the year 2013. The children in these families

face greater chance of dehydration and many of the other consequences of not having a water

source. This situation came to the attention of the Public Interest Litigation Project (a two

year  pilot  of  the  Dutch  Section  of  the  International  Commission  of  Jurists)  and  it  was

therefore decided that some research was needed in this area. They believe that this situation

is unacceptable and that children enjoy a special protection due to their vulnerable position. 

The question many could ask is why water is so important when it comes to the enjoyment of

human rights. Water is required in producing, consuming and preparing food. Water is also

necessary for a personal hygiene and sanitation and is therefore also closely connected to the

right to health. Without water no adult or child would be able to have a healthy life rid of all

disease and malnutrition. 

Three  students  were  therefore  tasked  with  the  research  on  this  project.  During  our  first

meeting certain aspects of the right to water were discussed. The research group decided the

perimeters of this research and which groups it would focus on. It was therefore determined

not  to  include  all  vulnerable  groups  such  as  older  people  and  persons  with  disabilities.

Moreover, we decided to specifically focus on the issue of drinking water. Therefore, this

research does not pay much attention to water for hygienic purposes and sanitation. 

1 General Comment 15 CESCR, par. 1.
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Another issue that will be dealt with in this research is the question whether or not water

service companies are state owned or privatised. If it is privatises the question arises whether

a state can be held responsible for its actions regarding the termination of water supply to

residents.

This project will therefore aim to answer the following question: ‘To what extent is the Dutch

policy with regard to cutting off water of households with children in accordance with human

rights treaties?’

To answer this question a threefold of sub questions were created. The first deals with the

Dutch  policy  on  this  specific  subject.  The  Dutch  Drinkwaterwet  (Drinking  Water  Law)

regulates the right to water in the Netherlands. This project therefore looks at the question if

this regulation is in conformity with the rights of the child and other human rights treaties. 

The second chapter will analyse state responsibility. If the task of supplying water has been

given  to  a  privatized  company,  can  the  state  be  held  responsible  for  the  actions  of  the

company or does it have another type of responsibility? 

The last  chapter  will  conduct  a  comparative  analysis  in  which  other  countries  in  similar

situations are compared and the duties and responsibilities of these countries are exposed.

This will serve as a basis to see how other countries deal with similar situations and might

serve as an example for the Dutch water service policy. 
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1. Right to Water in International and Dutch Law

Fifteen years ago almost no state explicitly recognized a right to water on the international

level. It took some time before states realized that this right is necessary for the fulfilment of

other rights, such as the right to life. Since 2010 the right to water has been recognized by

states as a human right and has evolved on the international and national level. However, what

does a right to water mean? And are there specific policies for children? This chapter will

address these questions. Moreover this chapter will delve into the specific water regulations of

the Netherlands and the policy of disconnecting water services. Firstly, the right to water in

international  law  will  be  described.  Secondly,  the  justification  of  disconnections  will  be

addressed. The third paragraph will look at the specific right to water for children. The final

two paragraphs will address the Dutch water regulations and analyse if these regulations are

compatible with international law. 

1.1. Right to Water in International Law

The human right  to  water  emerged  very  slowly  at  the  international  level.  The  Universal

Declaration of Human Rights from 1948, the International Covenant on Civil and Political

Rights  (ICCPR) and the International  Covenant  on Economic,  Social  and Cultural  Rights

(ICESCR) do not explicitly mention a right to water. However, changes became visible when

the  Committee  on  Economic,  Social  and  Cultural  Rights  (CESCR)  published  General

Comment 15 in 2002. This Committee is a treaty body that assists states’ implementation of

their  treaty  obligations,  considers  state  reports,  issues  general  comments  and  looks  at

individual complaints.2 General comments provide an ‘authoritative guidance on the general

treaty obligations of states parties’.3 This can as well include interpretations on the provisions

of the treaty.4 In General Comment 15 the CESCR argues that ‘the human right to water is

indispensable for leading a life in human dignity’.5 The Committee deduced the right to water

from article 11(1) ICESCR.6 Article 11(1) states: 

“The states parties to the present Covenant recognize the right of everyone to an adequate standard of

living for himself and his family, including adequate food, clothing and housing, and to the continuous

improvement of living conditions.”7

2 Connors and Schmidt 2014, 376. 

3 Ibid, 379. 

4 Ibid, 379. 

5 General Comment 15 CESCR, par. 1. 

6 Ibid, par. 3. 

7 Article 11(1) International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (adopted 16 December 1966, 
entered into force 3 January 1976) 993 UNTS 3 (ICESCR). 
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This article only specifies a number of rights, but does not explicitly mention the right to

water. However, according to the CESCR, this does not cause any problems because the word

including means that the list is not meant to be exhaustive.8 Another possible link is article

12(1) ICESCR, which mentions the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health.9

It took until 2008 before the international community started to recognize the right to water.

In  2008 the  United  Nations  Human Rights  Council  (HRC) established a  mandate  for  an

independent  expert  on the issue of  human rights obligations related to  the access  to  safe

drinking water and sanitation.10 However,  the most  important  moment came in July 2010

when  the  United  Nations  General  Assembly  (UNGA)  adopted  resolution  A/RES/64/292,

which explicitly recognized the right to water. It stated: “Recognizes the right to safe and

clean drinking water and sanitation as a human right that is essential for the full enjoyment of

life and all human rights”.11 This resolution was adopted with 122 votes in favour, zero votes

against  and 41 abstentions.12 In the same year the HRC adopted a  resolution,  which also

mentions the right to safe drinking water and sanitation. This is, according to the resolution,

derived from “the right to an adequate standard of living and inextricably related to the right

of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health, as well as the right to life and

human dignity”.13 Although both resolutions are not legally binding, they give a clear sign that

states recognize a right to water.14 

In addition to the explicit recognition of a general human right to water, there are also more

specific treaties that acknowledge the right to water. The Convention on the Elimination of All

Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) gives women a right to water in article

14(2)(h). Article 28(2)(a) of the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities also

makes a reference to a right to water and the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC)

mentions this right explicitly in article 24(2)(c). 

8 General Comment 15 CESCR, par. 3. 

9 Ibid, par. 3 and article 12(1) International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (adopted 16 
December 1966, entered into force 3 January 1976) 993 UNTS 3 (ICESCR). 
10 HRC Res 22 (2008) A/HRC/RES/7/22. 

11 UNGA Res 64/292 (2010) 64th Session, A/RES.63/292, par. 1. 

12 http://www.un.org/press/en/2010/ga10967.doc.htm. 

13 HRC Res 9 (2010) A/HRC/RES/15/9, par. 3. 

14 Shaw 2014, 881. 
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The question remains what the right to water entails? What are the specific obligations for

states? General Comment 15 CESCR and the ‘Handbook on Realizing the Human Rights to

Water and Sanitation’ (the Handbook), created by the UN Special Rapporteur on the Human

Right to Safe Drinking Water and Sanitation, explain the right to water in detail. Although

both sources are not legally binding for states, they can be seen as authoritative and as so

called ‘soft law’. In General Comment 15 CESCR the following is made clear: “The human

right  to  water  entitles  everyone  to  sufficient,  safe,  acceptable,  physically  accessible  and

affordable  water  for  personal  and  domestic  uses”.15 Moreover,  according  to  the  General

Comment,  the right to water contains both freedoms and entitlements.16 Freedoms are for

example the right to maintain access to water supplies and to be free from interferences, such

as arbitrary disconnections.17 Entitlements include, for example, the right to a system of water

supply.18 

Besides the freedoms and entitlements there are, according to the General Comment, criteria

that are important for the fulfilment of the right to water. First of all, the right to water must be

available.19 This means that there must be sufficient and continuous water for personal and

domestic  use  for  each  person.20 Secondly,  water  must  be  of  good  quality  and  must  be

accessible.21 The  accessibility  component  takes  different  forms.  First,  it  must  be  physical

accessible, which means that water and water facilities must ‘be within or in the immediate

vicinity of each household’.22 Moreover, there is the component of economic accessibility:

water and water services must be affordable.23 This also underlines the notion that the right to

water does not entail a right to free water, but this does not mean that water should not be

affordable.24 Lastly, information on water issues should be accessible.25

15 General Comment 15 CESCR, par. 2. 

16 Ibid, par. 10. 

17 Ibid, par. 10. 

18 General Comment 15 CESCR, par. 10. 

19 Ibid, par. 12(a). 

20 Ibid, par 12(a). 

21 General Comment 15 CESCR, par. 12(b) and 12(b). 

22 Ibid, par. 12(c)(I). 

23 Ibid, par. 12(c)(II). 

24 Report of the Special Rapporteur on the human right to safe drinking water and sanitation (2015) 
A/HRC.30/39, par. 6.
25 General Comment 15 CESCR, par. 12(c)(IV). 
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States  have  different  obligations  to  fulfil  with  regard  to  the  right  to  water.  Article  2(1)

ICESCR mentions that states should ‘progressively realize the rights contained in the treaty’.26

This  means  that  there  is  not  an  immediate  obligation  for  states,  as  it  acknowledges  the

constraints of a state due to lack of resources.27 This is different from article 2(1) ICCPR,

which notes that states should respect and ensure the rights,  which implies an immediate

obligation.28 However,  as  noted  in  General  Comment  15 and General  Comment  3 of  the

CESCR, article 2 ICESCR does not imply that there are not certain core obligations that states

have to follow.29 With regard to the right to water, such core obligations are that states should

apply the non-discrimination principle and should ensure access to a minimum amount of

water that is sufficient for personal and domestic use.30 

Furthermore, in general, a state has three obligations: the obligation to respect, protect and

fulfil.31 The  obligation  to  respect  requires  that  a  state  refrain  from interfering  directly  or

indirectly  with  the  enjoyment  of  the  right  to  water.32 An  example  of  a  violation  of  this

obligation is arbitrary disconnection.33 The second obligation is to protect the right to water.

This requires states parties to prevent third parties from interfering with the enjoyment of the

right to water.34 Lastly, the obligation to fulfil means that there is an obligation to facilitate,

promote and provide.35 This obligation creates, for example, the obligation to make sure that

water is affordable for everyone.36 In addition to these obligations the General Comments of

the CESCR state that retrogressive measures are prohibited unless they can be justified.37

Concluding, the right to water exists and creates certain obligations for states that must be

fulfilled. The next paragraph will address the possibility of disconnection of water services. 

26 Article 2(1) International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (adopted 16 December 1966, 
entered into force 3 January 1976) 993 UNTS 3 (ICESCR). 
27 Van Boven 2014, 144. 

28 Article 2(1) International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (adopted 16 December 1966, entered into 
force 23 March 1976) 999 UNTS 171 (ICCPR).
29 General Comment 3 CESCR, par. 10. 

30 General Comment 15 CESCR, par. 37. 

31 General Comment 15 CESCR, par. 20. 

32 Ibid, par. 21. 

33 Ibid, par. 44(a). 

34 General Comment 15 CESCR, par. 23. 

35 Ibid, par. 25. 

36 General Comment 15 CESCR, par. 26 and 27. 

37 Ibid, par. 19. 
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1.2. Disconnections

Disconnection of water services is a temporary or permanent interruption of these services.38

This can be a possible action of service providers if consumers do not pay their bills. As

already  mentioned,  the  right  to  water  does  not  entail  a  right  to  free  water.  However,  in

principle,  disconnecting  water  services  due to  an inability  to  pay can be  considered as  a

retrogressive measure and therefore violates the right to water.39 As also stated in General

Comment  15  CESCR,  arbitrary  disconnections  can  amount  to  a  violation  of  the  duty  to

respect the right to water.40 

Nonetheless,  the  Handbook  mentions  that  disconnections  are  not  always  prohibited.  If

justifications can be made and if certain due process obligations are followed, disconnections

are permissible.41 As stated in a recent report of the Special Rapporteur, ‘disconnection of

services due to non-payment is only permissible if the person is able to pay’.42 This means that

the tariff is affordable.43 The Handbook states the following in this regard: “The affordability

of water is an aspect of human rights, so service providers must assess whether the reason for

non-payment is a genuine inability to pay or an unwillingness to pay; they must examine the

impact of any disconnections for non-payment,  to make sure that action is  necessary and

proportionate”.44

 

In this regard, the Special Rapporteur has created a list that sets out the criteria to be fulfilled

by the state or the service provider when they consider disconnection of water services. First

of all, the circumstances of the person must be taken into account when a decision is made on

disconnections.45 Thereby, the person must have the opportunity to consult with the provider.46

Furthermore, when disconnections are considered, there must be timely and full disclosure of

information on the measures.47 Moreover, the person must receive a reasonable notice of the

38 De Albuquerque 2014, 40.

39 De Albuquerque 2014, 40. 

40 General Comment 15 CESCR, par. 44(a). 

41 De Albuquerque 2012, 61. 

42 Report of the Special Rapporteur on the human right to safe drinking water and sanitation (2015) 
A/HRC.30/39, 33. 
43 De Albuquerque 2014, 40. 

44 Ibid, 40. 

45 De Albuquerque 2012, 61.

46 De Albuquerque 2014, 42 and General Comment 15 CESCR, par. 56. 

47 The Right to Water Factsheet no. 35 2010, 34 and General Comment 15 CESCR, par. 56. 
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proposed actions.48 Thirdly,  legal recourse and remedies must be available and the person

should  be  informed  about  it.49 Finally,  it  is  important  that  there  is  legal  assistance  for

obtaining remedies.50 

One of the paramount issues with regard to disconnection of water services is that there must

be access to alternative sources, which provide a minimum quantity of safe drinking water

and sanitation services.51 For all these rules to be established, laws and policies in the national

systems must outline the steps that need to be taken by the provider before disconnecting the

water service.52 

1.3. Children’s Right to Water

Children are very vulnerable and often need extra protection. Therefore the CRC was adopted 

in 1989, which ‘establishes standards to ensure protection, survival and development of 

children without discrimination’.53 One of the basic principles mentioned in the CRC is the 

principle of taking into account the best interest of the child. Article 3(1) CRC states:

“In all actions concerning children, whether undertaken by public or private social welfare institutions,
courts of law, administrative authorities or legislative bodies, the best interests of the child shall be a

primary consideration.”54

General Comment 14 of the Committee on the CRC explains this best interest principle in

more  detail.  Firstly,  the  obligation  to  take  into  account  the  best  interest  of  the  child  is

necessary for all actions undertaken by public or private institutions.55 Moreover, as General

Comment 14 CRC states ‘social welfare institutions’ should not be interpreted strictly, but

must be interpreted as all institutions whose work impacts children.56 Every action by these

institutions relating to a child has to take into account the best interest of that child. 57 As

explained  in  the  General  Comment,  action  entails  also  inaction.58 Furthermore,  the  duty

48 Ibid, 34 and General Comment 15 CESCR, par. 56. 

49 Ibid, 34 and De Albuquerque 2014, 42.

50 The Right to Water Factsheet no. 35 2010, 34 and De Albuquerque 2014, 42.

51 General Comment 15 CESCR, par. 37 and 56 and The Right to Water Factsheet no. 35 2010, 34.

52 De Albuquerque 2014, 42.

53 25th Anniversary of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, Human Rights Watch, 17 November 2014.

54 Article 3(1) Convention on the Rights of the Child (adopted 20 November 1989, entered into force 2 
September 1990) 1577 UNTS 3 (CRC). 
55 General Comment 14 CRC, par. 25 and 26. 

56 Ibid, par. 26. 

57 Ibid, par. 17.

58 Ibid, par. 18. 
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applies to all actions that either directly or indirectly affect children.59 Moreover, both the

public and private sphere must look at the best interest of the child as a primary consideration.

As stated in General Comment 14 it is the ‘duty of the state to ensure that the interest of the

child has been taken into primary consideration in decisions and actions taken by the private

sector, including those providing services’.60 

The best interest principles does not only create an obligation to assess the best interest of a

child when there are conflicting substantive rights, but it  also creates the obligation for a

decision maker to include an evaluation of the possible impact of the decision on the child.61

As explained in General Comment 14 CRC, the justification of a decision must show that the

right of the child has been explicitly taken into account.62 States need to explain how the best

interest of the child has been considered while making a decision.63 The meaning of the term

‘best interest’ must be determined on a case-by-case basis in which the individual situation of

a child is taken into account.64 Article 3(1) CRC also shows that the best interest must be a

primary consideration, which does not mean that it is always an overriding factor.65 It shows,

however, that the interest of the child should not be considered on the same level as other

interests.66 Potential conflicts have to be solved by balancing the different interests in order to

find  a  satisfactory  solution.67 ‘If  a  solution  is  not  available  the  decision-makers  have  to

analyse  the  weight  of  the  rights  bearing  in  mind  that  the  rights  of  the  child  have  high

priority’.68

The right to water is explicitly mentioned in article 24(2)(c) CRC, which mentions that all

states shall combat disease and malnutrition through the provision of adequate nutritious food

and clean drinking water.69 It was already noted in General Comment 15 CESCR that state

parties should give ‘special attention to those individuals and groups who have traditionally

59 General Comment 14 CRC, par. 19. 

60 Ibid, par. 14(c). 

61 General Comment 14 CRC, par. 6(c). 

62 Ibid, par. 6(c). 

63 Ibid, par. 6(c). 

64 General Comment 14 CRC, 32. 

65 Ibid, par. 39. 

66 General Comment 14 CRC, par. 37 and 39. 

67 Ibid, par. 39. 

68 Ibid, par. 39. 

69 Article 24(2)(c) Convention on the Rights of the Child (adopted 20 November 1989, entered into force 2 
September 1990) 1577 UNTS 3 (CRC).
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faced difficulties, including women and children’.70 It also mentions that states should ensure

that children are not held back from enjoying their human right because of a lack of adequate

water in educational institutions and households.71 Thereby, while mentioning accessibility,

General Comment 15 CESCR makes it clear that this also refers to accessibility for children.72

General Comment 15 of the Committee on the Rights of the Child (General Comment 15

CRC) states that safe and clean drinking water and sanitation are very important for the full

enjoyment of life and all other human rights.73 This Comment also argues that when decisions

are being made, such as service disconnections, the state should recognize the obligation to

realize children’s right to health and it must actively consider child indicators on malnutrition,

diarrhea  and  other  water-related  diseases.74 Children’s  immune  systems  are  not  fully

developed and therefore they are not always able to respond to water infections.75 Moreover,

General Comment 15 CRC argues that ‘states are not exempted from their obligations, even

when they have privatized water and sanitation’.76

Furthermore, article 27(1) CRC mentions that states should acknowledge the right of a child

to a standard of living adequate for the child’s physical, mental, spiritual, moral and social

development.77 It is possible, similar as article 11(1) ICESCR, to read in this article the right

to water. It is undeniable true that water is necessary for a child to live adequate. Article 27

CRC gives the main responsibility of safeguarding this right to the parents.78 States shall assist

the parents in implementing this right and shall, if needed, provide material assistance with

nutrition, clothing and housing.79 

It is clear that children have a right to water and this creates an obligation for states to provide

children with water.  Furthermore,  the best  interest  of a child always has to be taken into

70 General Comment 15 CESCR, par. 16. 

71 Ibid, par. 16(b). 

72 Ibid, par. 29. 

73 General Comment 15 CRC, par. 48. 

74 Ibid, par. 48. 

75 Ibid, par. 48. 

76 General Comment 15 CRC, par. 48. 

77 Article 27(1) Convention on the Rights of the Child (adopted 20 November 1989, entered into force 2 
September 1990) 1577 UNTS 3 (CRC).
78 Article 27(2) Convention on the Rights of the Child (adopted 20 November 1989, entered into force 2 
September 1990) 1577 UNTS 3 (CRC).
79 Article 27(3) Convention on the Rights of the Child (adopted 20 November 1989, entered into force 2 
September 1990) 1577 UNTS 3 (CRC).
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account as a primary consideration, whether it is a decision by a pubic or a private service

provider. 

1.4. Dutch Water Regulations

If there is one nation that is known for being an expert on water, it must be the Netherlands. In

that perspective it is interesting to see that the Netherlands does not have a right to water in its

constitution. As mentioned by Verschuuren, it can be argued that the right to water can be

implied from article 21 of the Dutch Constitution, which deals with the improvement of the

living environment, or from article 22, which entails the improvement of health.80 Although

the Dutch Constitution does not explicitly mentions a right to water, this does not mean that

the right is not recognized by the Netherlands. During the voting of the UNGA resolution in

2010 the Netherlands abstained from voting with the reason that ‘the text placed insufficient

responsibility on national Governments, upon which citizens must be able to rely and from

which they must obtain redress’.81 However, the Dutch Government recognized the right to

water explicitly in a letter to the Dutch parliament in 2008.82 The position of the Netherlands

on the international level became clear by the co-sponsoring of HRC resolution 15/9.83 

Not only the Government has recognized this right, but Dutch courts as well. In 2008 the NV

Waterleiding Limburg (WML) v. X case dealt with the right to water. WML, a water company,

decided to disconnect the water services of a consumer due to non-payment.84 The District

Court decided that disconnection was not allowed because this would violate the consumer’s

right to water.85 It stated that the right to water is a recognized right and the company cannot

circumvent this right: “As the relief sought is not proportionate to the amount of the arrears,

the  interests  of  the  defendant  in  the  continued supply of  water  take  precedence  over  the

interests of the plaintiff”.86 Moreover, the Court stated that: “To exercise his right to water the

defendant has in this case no alternative but to deal with WML, the regional monopolist”.87 As

mentioned by C. Brölmann, this decision was special because it was the first time that a court

applied the right to water.88 Thereby, the Court applied this right as if it had direct effect in the

80 Verschuuren 2006, 425. 

81 Amnesty International and WASH United 2015, 84. 

82 Beleidsbrief Ontwikkelingssamenwerking 2007/8, 31250, 15. 

83 Amnesty International and WASH United 2015, 84. 

84 NV Waterleiding Maatschappij Limburg v. X (District Court of Maastricht) 28 June 2008, LJN No. BD5759.

85 Ibid.

86 Ibid.

87 NV Waterleiding Maatschappij Limburg v. X (District Court of Maastricht) 28 June 2008, LJN No. BD5759.

88 Brölmann 2010, 2035. 
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Netherlands.89 Normally, rights form the ICESCR are not recognized as having direct effect in

the Netherlands.90 However, WML brought the case before the Court of Appeal. This Court

took a very different approach. The Court stated that there does not exist an absolute right to

water, which means that there is not a right to free water.91 To discuss if disconnections are

allowed the criteria of reasonableness and fairness must be applied.92 The fact that water is a

primary necessity of life does not mean that there can never be a disconnection of the water

service.93 Nonetheless, the Court decided that the company must be careful when it comes to

disconnection of water services.94 The Court of Appeal did not want to delve into the question

if the right to water has direct effect.95 The Court’s use of reasonableness and fairness is also

applied in the Netherlands when disconnecting gas and electricity  services.96 However,  as

described above, water is necessary for human life and this fact establishes the difference

between water and electricity and gas. Therefore, it can be argued that a more rigid allowance

for disconnection should be used when it comes to the disconnection of water services. The

list of the Special Rapporteur containing criteria for disconnection, mentioned in paragraph

1.2, could be of guidance in this regard. 

After these decisions the new Dutch Drinkwaterwet (Drinking Water Law) entered into force.

This law replaces the old Waterleidingswet from 1957. The Drinking Water Law only deals

partially  with the disconnection of water  services.  Article  9(1)  states that  a  water  service

company must have a policy on preventing the disconnection of consumers.97 The second

paragraph  mentions  that  a  ministerial  rule  will  be  created  to  explain  the  rules  for

disconnections.98 This ministerial  rule was established in 2012 and has the title:  Regeling

afsluitbeleid  voor  kleinverbruikers  van  drinkwater  (Rule  of  disconnection  for  small

consumers  of  drinking  water.  Hereinafter  mentioned  as  ‘the  Rule’).  This  law establishes

certain  criteria  that  have  to  be  fulfilled  before  the  water  service  to  a  consumer  can  be

89 Ibid, 2035. 

90 Ibid, 2035. 

91 NV Waterleiding Maatschappij Limburg v. X (Court of Appeal of ‘s Hertogenbosch) 2 March 2010, LJN No. 
BL6583, par. 4.10. 
92 Ibid, par. 4.8. 

93 Ibid. 

94 NV Waterleiding Maatschappij Limburg v. X (Court of Appeal of ‘s Hertogenbosch) 2 March 2010, LJN No. 
BL6583.
95 NV Waterleiding Maatschappij Limburg v. X (Court of Appeal of ‘s Hertogenbosch) 2 March 2010, LJN No. 
BL6583, par. 4.11.
96 Brölmann 2010, 2036. 
97 Article 9(1) Drinkwaterwet, from 01-07-2015. 

98 Article 9(2) Drinkwaterwet, from 01-07-2015. 
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disconnected. Article 2 of the Rule states that the owner of a drinking water company can only

disconnect the water service of a consumer if two criteria are fulfilled. First there must be a

default of payment and second the rules in articles 3 and 4 must be satisfied.99 

Article 3 states that if the consumer does not pay his bills in time, the owner of the drinking

water company must send the person minimal once a written letter with a reminder of the

unpaid bills.100 Thereby, the water company must point out that there is a possibility for debt

relief.101 Moreover, the company should ask the permission of the person to provide the debt

relief  institution  with  the  contact  information  of  the  consumer.102 The  letter  should  also

contain an explanation that states that the water connection will not be shut down if the person

shows  a  medical  statement  from  a  doctor.103 This  medical  statement  must  show  that

disconnection will  lead to  very serious health  problems.104 Thereby,  this  statement  should

come from another doctor than the one who normally treats the person.105 Article 4 explains

that the owner of the water company must do everything in his power to have personal contact

with the consumer and to point out the possibilities for the prevention of late payments and

the  possibilities  to  end  it.106 If  all  these  steps  are  followed  but  they  are  nonetheless

unsuccessful,  the  water  company  is  allowed  to  disconnect  the  water  service.  Alternative

possibilities must be available and provided. However, during the adoption of the Drinking

Water  Law  the  former  minister  of  the  Ministry  of  Housing,  Spatial  Planning  and  the

Environment (VROM) stated that if a person’s water service is disconnected, it will be his

own responsibility to collect drinking water.107 The consumer should buy water bottles and use

rainwater for the toilets.108 

In 2012 the Dutch District Court of Almelo dealt with the new disconnection laws. A water

company called Vitens wanted to disconnect the water service of a consumer. However, it did

not take into account any of the preventive measures mentioned in the Rule. Therefore, the

99 Article 2 Regeling afsluitbeleid voor kleinverbruikers van drinkwater, 17 April 2012. 

100 Article 3 Regeling afsluitbeleid voor kleinverbruikers van drinkwater, 17 April 2012.

101 Article 3(2)(a) Regeling afsluitbeleid voor kleinverbruikers van drinkwater, 17 April 2012.

102 Article 3(2)(b) Regeling afsluitbeleid voor kleinverbruikers van drinkwater, 17 April 2012.

103 Article 3(2)(c) Regeling afsluitbeleid voor kleinverbruikers van drinkwater, 17 April 2012.

104 Article 6(d) Regeling afsluitbeleid voor kleinverbruikers van drinkwater, 17 April 2012.

105 Ibid. 

106 Article 4 Regeling afsluitbeleid voor kleinverbruikers van drinkwater, 17 April 2012.

107 MVA I, 2008/9, 30895, D, 24. 

108 Ibid, 24. 
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Court decided that disconnection was not allowed.109 In the note of P.J.M. Ros, he explicitly

criticizes the disconnection rule. What does a serious health risks mean? And is the duty of

care sufficiently satisfied?110 Moreover, with regard to our previous analysis, the Rule does

not mention the rights of the child and his or her best interest. Does this mean that the Rule is

in violation with international law? This will be the topic of the next paragraph.

1.5. Analysis of Dutch Regulations 

If we compare the Dutch Regulations with the international standards and the disconnection

justification list of the Special Rapporteur mentioned in paragraph 1.2, it can be argued that

the Netherlands acts in accordance with the international disconnection guidelines. The Dutch

Drinking Water Law and the Rule provide different safeguards to protect the right to water. 

First of all, the Rule is based on the idea that water service companies have the obligation to

create a policy that aims to prevent the water disconnection of consumers.111 This is in line

with the international vision that disconnections of water services are in principle seen as a

retrogressive measure and can only be undertaken if necessary and proportionate.112 Secondly,

the first requirement of the list of the Special Rapporteur states that the circumstances of the

consumer  must  be  taken  into  account  when  a  decision  is  made  to  disconnect  the  water

provision.113 By  providing  the  possibility  for  debt  relief,  taking  into  account  of  serious

medical conditions and the obligation for a water company to try to have personal contact

with  the  consumer  and assist  with  the  prevention  of  late  payments,  the  Rule  fulfils  this

requirement.114 The Rule also satisfies the second requirement, which states that a person must

have the opportunity to consult with the provider. This is mentioned in article 4 of the Rule.

The obligations to send a reminder of the unpaid bills and to explain the possible measures

that can follow, as mentioned in article 3 of the Rule, are in accordance with the criteria that

reasonable notice of the proposed actions and timely and full disclosure of information on the

measures must be given. The only requirement that is not clearly visible in the Rule is the

obligation to inform the consumer about its legal remedies before the disconnection takes

place and the possible  manner  to  gain legal  assistance.115 Nonetheless,  legal  remedies  are

109 NV Vitens v. X (District Court Almelo) 30 October 2012, LJN No. BY2268. 

110 Ibid. 

111 Article 9(1) Drinkwaterwet, from 01-07-2015.

112 De Albuquerque 2014, 40.

113 De Albuquerque 2012, 61.

114 See articles 3 and 4 Regeling afsluitbeleid voor kleinverbruikers van drinkwater, 17 April 2012.

115 De Albuquerque 2014, 42. 
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available in the Netherlands and therefore, even if not informed about it, a consumer has the

opportunity to address the disconnection of the water service before a court. The NV Vitens v.

X case is an example in this regard. 

Furthermore, there must be access to alternative sources for water and General Comment 15

CESCR also  describes  ensuring  access  to  a  minimum amount  of  water  for  personal  and

domestic use as one of the core obligations of a state.116 The Dutch government takes the

approach that when the water service is disconnected, the opportunity to buy water bottles is

sufficient to ensure access to water.117 It can be disputed if this rigid approach is enough to

satisfy the core principle, as ensuring access could also possibly be interpreted as the duty of

the state to provide in some way a minimum amount of water. Still, it has to be kept in mind

that  the  recommendations  and  interpretations  of  the  Special  Rapporteur  and  the  General

Comments are guidelines and cannot be considered as legally binding obligations. Overall, it

can be concluded that the Netherlands acts in accordance with the disconnection guidelines

and therefore protects the right to water. 

However, when it comes to the right of the child neither the Dutch Drinking Water Law nor

the Rule provide safeguards for children. As described above, article 3(1) CRC establishes the

obligation for both public and private institutions to assess the best interest of a child when

there are conflicting substantive rights. It also creates the obligation for a decision maker to

include  an  evaluation  of  the  possible  impact  of  the  decision  on  a  child.118 Moreover,  as

explained in General Comment 14 of the CRC, the justification of a decision must show that

the right of the child has been explicitly taken into account.119 While these are basic principles

of the CRC, the Rule does not establish these obligations for the water service companies. In

this case there are two rights, on the one hand the right of the company to disconnect the

service when the consumer does not pay, and on the other hand children’s right to water. The

Rule does not make clear if and how the best interest of the child is assessed as a primary

consideration in these cases. It also does not create an obligation to evaluate the impact of the

decision on a child or establish a rule for a water service company to explicitly take into

account  children’s  right  to  water.  While  the  latter  is  described  in  a  non-binding  General

Comment, it can still be seen as an authoritative guideline. 

116 General Comment 15 CESCR, par. 37.

117 MVA I, 2008/9, 30895, D, 24.

118 General Comment 14 CRC, par. 6(c). 

119 Ibid, par. 6(c). 
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Furthermore, General Comment 15 CESCR already described that with regard to the right to

water, women and children should be given special attention.120 Thereby, children’s right to

clean drinking water is explicitly recognized in article 24(2)(c) CRC and implicitly in article

27(1) CRC.121 General Comment 15 of the CRC adds to this that when decisions are being

made,  such as  service disconnections,  the state  should recognize the obligation to  realize

children’s  right  to  health  and  it  must  actively  consider  child  indicators  on  water  related

diseases. 122 Again, the Rule does not appear to recognize children’s right to water nor does it

create rules for water service companies to actively consider child indicators on diseases. The

only option provided for in the Rule is a verification of serious health risks by a doctor who

normally does not treat the person. This is not enough to ensure the necessary internationally

described safeguards  for children.  Instead of placing a  heavy burden on the consumer to

provide a medical statement from another doctor, it is always the duty of a state or a private

water service company to explicitly and actively take into account children’s right to water

and health,  independently if  someone has provided a medical statement proving a serious

health risk. Thereby, the best interest of a child is a primary interest and must be weighted

against the possibility of a disconnection.  An evaluation of the consequences for children

must be part of the normal procedure. The Rule does not contain these crucial obligations and

therefore it can be argued that the Netherlands violates children’s rights mentioned in article

3(1), 24(2)(c) and 27(1) CRC. 

In order to change this, the Rule must be amended. A specific paragraph or article should be

included in the Rule which creates the obligation for water service companies to take into

account the specific right to water of a child, its safeguards and the best interest of a child

when water disconnection issues arise. It should be an obligation for a state or a water service

company to explicitly and with priority consider the situation of a child when its forms part of

a household that risks disconnection of water services due to non-payment. 

120 General Comment 15 CESCR, par. 16. 

121 Article 24(2)(c) Convention on the Rights of the Child (adopted 20 November 1989, entered into force 2 
September 1990) 1577 UNTS 3 (CRC).
122 General Comment 15 CRC, par. 48.
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2. States’ Responsibility for the Right to Water

Chapter 1 has established that there is a right to water, and more specifically a right to water

for children that has certain safeguards that need to be implemented. It also argued that the

Netherlands does not take into account children’s right when it comes to disconnection of

water services. This is a violation of the CRC. However, the question that will be addressed in

this  chapter  is  if  the  Netherlands  can  be  held  responsible  for  this  violation?  The  first

paragraph will address the direct effect of the CRC in the Netherlands. Secondly, the general

obligations  of  a  state  will  be  discussed.  Finally,  the  last  paragraph  will  deal  with  state

responsibility.  

2.1. Direct Effect of the CRC in the Netherlands

Before addressing the possibility of state responsibility, this paragraph will look at the direct

effect  of  the  CRC and  ICESCR  in  the  Netherlands.  The  Netherlands  is  a  constitutional

monarchy, with a parliamentary form of government and a decentralized state structure.123

Moreover,  the  Netherlands  has  a  monist  system,  which  means  that  with  respect  to

international treaties an individual can rely on the provisions of ratified treaties in court.124

This is mentioned in article 93 of the Dutch Constitution. Moreover, article 94 of the Dutch

Constitution provides for the possibility of international rules to override national rules.125

However,  before  a  court  can  apply  an  international  provision,  it  must  have  direct  effect.

According to article 93 of the Dutch Constitution this means that the international provision

must ‘bind everyone’ (die naar haar inhoud een ieder kunnen verbinden).126 A judge usually

decides this on the basis of the Spoorwegstakings case. According to this case, three questions

have to be answered. Firstly, can you distract from the text and the legislative history of a

treaty if the treaty parties intended to give no direct effect to certain treaty provisions?127 The

second question relates to the scope of the provision: Does the provision oblige the Dutch

legislator to create national rules with a certain content or scope?128 Or, and this is the third

question,  is  the  provision  of  a  certain  nature that  it  can  function as  objective  law in  the

123 Heringa and Kijver 2009, p.61 and p.178-179.

124 Ibid.

125 Article 94 of the Dutch Constitution (original text: “Binnen het Koninkrijk geldende wettelijke 
voorschriften vinden geen toepassing, indien deze toepassing niet verenigbaar is met een ieder verbindende 
bepalingen van verdragen en van besluiten van volkenrechtelijke organisaties.”).
126 Article 93 of the Dutch Constitution (original text: “Bepalingen van verdragen en van besluiten van 
volkenrechtelijke organisaties, die naar haar inhoud een ieder kunnen verbinden, hebben verbindende kracht 
nadat zij zijn bekendgemaakt”.).
127 HR 30 May 1986, NJ 1986, 688, m.nt. Stein, par. 3.2.

128 Ibid, par. 3.2.
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national justice system?129 If the last criterion applies, the provision has direct effect in the

Netherlands and every citizen can rely on the provisions in court. This system differs from a

dualist system, such as used in the United Kingdom. In this system individuals can only rely

on provisions of international treaties if they have been transcribed into national law; simple

ratification is not enough. 130

In the Netherlands most economic, social and cultural rights do not have direct effect. This

relates to article 2(1) ICESCR, which mentions that states should ‘progressively realize the

rights contained in the treaty’.131 There is not an immediate obligation for states to fulfil the

provisions.132 The obligations for economic, social and cultural rights differ from the rights

mentioned in ICCPR. In article 2(1) ICCPR it is stated that states should respect and ensure

the rights. This implies an immediate obligation.  133 However, even with regard to economic,

social and cultural rights, the CESCR has stated that certain provisions have immediate effect,

such as the elimination of discrimination.134

With regard to the right to water, the Dutch jurisprudence on direct effect is not very clear. As

mentioned  earlier,  in  the  Waterleiding  Limburg  (WML)  v.  X  case  the  District  Court  of

Maastricht decided that the right to water had direct effect.135 However, the Court of Appeal

did not directly  address  this  issue.136 Nevertheless,  as  noted in  General  Comment 15 and

General  Comment  3  of  the  CESCR,  rights  from  the  ICESCR  can  have  certain  core

obligations.137 With  regard  to  the  right  to  water,  these  core  obligations  contain  the  non-

discrimination principle and the obligation to ensure access to a minimum amount of water

that is sufficient for personal and domestic use.138 

129 HR 30 May 1986, NJ 1986, 688, m.nt. Stein, par.3.2. 

130 124 Heringa and Kijver 2009, 164.

131 Article 2(1) International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (adopted 16 December 1966,
entered into force 3 January 1976) 993 UNTS 3 (ICESCR). 
132 Van Boven 2014, 144. 

133 Article 2(1) International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (adopted 16 December 1966, entered into
force 23 March 1976) 999 UNTS 171 (ICCPR).
134 Van Boven 2014, 144 and 145.

135 NV Waterleiding Maatschappij Limburg v. X (District Court of Maastricht) 28 June 2008, LJN No. 
BD5759.
136 NV Waterleiding Maatschappij Limburg v. X (Court of Appeal of ‘s Hertogenbosch) 2 March 2010, LJN 
No. BL6583.
137 General Comment 3 CESCR, par. 10. 

138 General Comment 15 CESCR, par. 37. 
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There  is  also  some  discussion  about  the  direct  effect  of  article  3(1)  CRC.  During  the

discussion on the ratification of the CRC in the Dutch Parliament, the Dutch Government

explained which provisions it considered as having direct effect.139 Article 3(1) CRC was not

mentioned. However, the Government also noted that it is up to a judge to decide whether a

provision has direct effect.140 Various Dutch courts have dealt differently with the question

whether article 3(1) CRC has direct effect in the Dutch legal order. The Raad van State (Dutch

highest administrative court) has argued that article 3(1) CRC needs further elaboration in a

national  rule  because  of  its  broad  formulation.141 It  is  not  concrete  enough  for  direct

applications.142 Therefore,  it  has  no  direct  effect.  However,  different  District  Courts  have

argued that article  3(1) CRC has direct  effect.  The District  Court in Utrecht decided that

article  3(1)  CRC  had  direct  effect  because  of  its  nature,  scope  and  content.143 As  the

jurisprudence shows, the Dutch courts are not in agreement on the question whether article

3(1) CRC has direct effect. With regard to articles 24(2)(c) CRC and 27(1) CRC, which are

economic, social and cultural rights, it is often stated that these rights are not concrete enough

and need more elaboration in a national rule.144

Although the aforementioned rights do not always have direct effect,  the Netherlands has

ratified the CRC and ICESCR and must implement the rights mentioned in these treaties. The

next paragraph will address the responsibility of a state with regard to the right to water. 

2.2. General Obligations of a State

In the Netherlands every region has a private water company that is authorized to provide the

water service.145 These water companies are monopolists in the different regions. However,

the water service companies are not completely privatized in the Netherlands. As the Dutch

Drinking Water Law states, the stocks of the different companies can only be in the hands of

the  public  authorities.146 Moreover,  the  Dutch  government  has  provided certain  rules  (the

139 Kamerstukken II 1992/93, 22 855 (R1451, nr.3, p.8 and 9.

140 Ibid, 8. 

141 ABRvS 23 September 2004, JV 2004, 499. 

142 Ibid. 

143 District Court of Utrecht, 27 September 2010, LJN BP5703.

144 Van Emmerik 2005, see different chapters. 

145 www.kraanwater.nu/watweetjijvankraanwater. 

146 Article 16 Drinkwaterwet, from 01-07-2015.
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Regeling afsluitbeleid voor kleinverbruikers van drinkwater: ‘the Rule’), which have to be

followed by the water companies. 

In the Netherlands the state is not directly involved in the water service. It has delegated this

task  to  a  third  party.  However,  this  does  not  mean  that  it  therefore  waives  its  general

obligations. In general a state has the duty to ‘respect and ensure rights to all individuals’.147

In  this  regard  human  rights  law has  established  the  tripartite  obligations  for  a  state:  the

obligation to respect, protect and fulfil.148 As mentioned in the previous chapter, the obligation

to  respect  requires  that  a  state  refrain  from  interfering  directly  or  indirectly  with  the

enjoyment of the right to water.149 An example of a violation of this obligation is arbitrary

disconnection.150 The second obligation is to protect the right to water. This requires states

parties to prevent third parties from interfering directly or indirectly with the enjoyment of the

right to water.151 With regard to the situation in the Netherlands, this obligation is the most

important  one,  as third parties  carry out the water  service.  Lastly,  the obligation to  fulfil

means that there is an obligation to facilitate, promote and provide in order to ensure the right

to  water.152 It  is  good  to  keep  in  mind  that  the  right  to  an  adequate  standard  of  living

mentioned  in  ICESCR  is  connected  to  the  subsidiarity  principle.153 This  means  that  the

obligations  of  the  state  are  subsidiary  to  the  responsibilities  of  the  individual:  “State

obligations  come  fully  into  play  only  when  individuals  cannot  or  do  not  manage  by

themselves to secure their own or dependants’ standard of living”.154 

In  addition  to  these  general  obligations,  the  Handbook of  former  Special  Rapporteur  De

Albuquerque and the General Comments provide for more specific obligations. The human

rights  framework  does  not  dictate  a  particular  form  of  water  service  provision.155 It  is

therefore allowed to delegate the task of water services to a third party. However, as stated in

the Handbook: “The state retains its human rights obligations, continuing to bear to main duty

to ensure the access to water and sanitation, regardless of the type of provider chosen. States

147 Article 2 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (adopted 16 December 1966, entered into 
force 23 March 1976) 999 UNTS 171 (ICCPR).
148 General Comment 15 CESCR, par. 20. 

149 Ibid, par. 21. 

150 Ibid, par. 44(a). 

151 General Comment 15 CESCR, par. 23. 

152 Ibid, par. 25. 

153 Eide 2014 , 234.

154 Ibid, p.197. 

155 De Albuquerque 2014 2, 43. 
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must therefore ensure that the involvement of non-state actors does not result in human rights

violations, for example because of disconnections or unaffordable tariffs”.156 Moreover, if the

water services are delegated to third parties, including the private sector,  the state has an

obligation to ensure that the human right to water is realised and “must adopt the necessary

safeguards to ensure that human rights are not threatened”.157

In the Netherlands the water services are delegated to different companies. However, they

remain under control of the Dutch authorities. If a human rights violation takes place, the

Handbook argues that: “Where a business enterprise is controlled by the state, or where its

acts can be directly attributed to the state, an abuse of human rights by the business enterprise

may entail a violation of state’s own human rights obligations”.158 In order to ensure that the

water service companies follow the obligations, states must ensure that the service providers

are monitored for ‘proper application of relevant legislation and policies, and to verify that

they meet national or local standards for availability, accessibility, quality, affordability, and

acceptability, and that they apply all standards without discrimination”.159 General Comment

15  CESCR  decides  that  states  must  establish  an  effective  regulatory  framework,  which

includes  independent  monitoring,  genuine  public  participation  and  penalties  for  non-

compliance.160

The Netherlands has, taking into consideration the aforementioned rules, a duty to ensure that

the human rights obligations are followed when it delegates a task to a third party. Moreover,

it has a duty to implement the human rights treaties that it ratified. As General Comment 15

CRC argues “States are not exempted from their obligations, even when they have privatized

water and sanitation”.161 Furthermore, article 4 CRC states:

“States Parties shall undertake all appropriate legislative, administrative, and other measures for the

implementation of the rights recognized in the Convention. With regard to economic, social and

cultural rights, States Parties shall undertake such measures to the maximum extent of their available

resources and, where needed, within the framework of international co-operation.”162

156 Ibid, 43. 

157 De Albuquerque 2014 2, 99. 

158 De Albuquerque 2014 2, 98.

159 De Albuquerque 2014, p.23. 

160 General Comment 15 CESCR, paras. 23 and 24. 

161 General Comment 15 CRC, par. 48. 

162Article 4 Convention on the Rights of the Child (adopted 20 November 1989, entered into force 2 
September 1990) 1577 UNTS 3 (CRC).
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This  means  that  there  is  a  obligation  for  the  Netherlands  to  do  everything  possible  to

implement the rights mentioned in the CRC, including the right to water and article 3(1) CRC.

Thereby, even when the water service is delegated to a third party, the Netherlands can still be

held responsible for possible human rights violations and continues to bear the main duty to

ensure access to water and sanitation. 

2.3. International State Responsibility 

If a state violates its international obligations, it can be held responsible. However, certain

criteria need to be met in order to establish a wrongful act or omission that is attributable to a

state.  In  international  law the  Articles  on  the  Responsibility  of  States  for  Internationally

Wrongful Acts (hereinafter ARSIWA) deal with this issue. Article 1 ARSIWA states: “Every

internationally wrongful act of a state entails the internationally responsibility of that state”.163

So in order to have responsibility there must be an internationally wrongful act.  Article 2

describes the elements that have to be established:

“There is an internationally wrongful act of a State when conduct consisting of an action or omission:

(a) is attributable to the State under international law; and
(b) constitutes a breach of an international obligation of the State.”164

Firstly, this paragraph will address if there is a breach of an international obligation in this

particular case. Article 12 ARSIWA states that this is the case if: “There is a breach of an

international obligation by a State when an act of the State is not in conformity with what is

required of it by that obligation, regardless of its origin or character”.165 Moreover, Article 13

ARSIWA mentions that: “An act of a State does not constitute a breach of an international

obligation unless the State is bound by the obligation in question at the time the act occurs”.166

In this particular case it can be argued that there is a breach of an international obligation by

the Netherlands. This is not because of an act of the Netherlands but rather caused by an

omission to implement the articles of the CRC. As mentioned in Chapter 1, article 3(1) CRC

established the obligation to assess the best interest of a child when a decision needs to be

163 Article 1 International Law Commission, Draft Articles on Responsibility of States for Internationally 
Wrongful Acts, November 2001, No.10 (A/56/10).
164 Ibid, article 2. 

165 Ibid, article 12. 

166 Article 13 International Law Commission, Draft Articles on Responsibility of States for Internationally 
Wrongful Acts, November 2001, No.10 (A/56/10).
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taken in which children are involved. There is an obligation to include an evaluation of the

possible impact of the decision on a child.167 Furthermore, children’s right to drinking water is

explicitly  recognized  in  article  24(2)(c)  CRC  and  when  decisions  such  as  service

disconnections  are  made  the  state  should  realize  children’s  right  to  health  and  actively

consider child indicators on water related diseases.168 However, as described in paragraph 1.5,

the Netherlands does not take into account the best interest of a child nor does it provide

specific  safeguards  for  children  in  the  Dutch  Drinking  Water  Law  and  the  Rule  when

disconnection of the water services takes place in a household with children. The omission to

implement article 3(1), article 24(2) and article 27(1) CRC leads to the conclusion that there is

a breach of international obligations, as the Netherlands does not act in conformity with them.

Moreover, the Netherlands is bound by these obligations as it ratified the CRC in 1995. 

Article 2 ARSIWA also mentions that an act or omission needs to be attributed to a state.

There  are  many  instances  in  which  public  functions  are  carried  out  by  entities  that  are

formally not part of the state. This does not mean that their acts cannot be attributed to the

state. Therefore, there are different articles that make it possible to attribute private entities’

conduct to a state. According to the articles of state responsibility a ‘state is responsible for

the acts  of a  private actor  if  that  actor is  acting in a governmental capacity,  or under its

direction and control, or where it adopts a person’s actions as its own.’169 In this case Article 5

ARSIWA is relevant as it states:

“The conduct of a person or entity which is not an organ of the State under article 4 but which is

empowered by the law of that State to exercise elements of the governmental authority shall be

considered an act of the State under international law, provided the person or entity is acting in that

capacity in the particular instance”.170

Acts of private entities can thus be attributed to a state if two conditions are fulfilled. Firstly,

an entity must be empowered by law to conduct certain functions. Secondly, the functions

carried out must be ‘elements of the governmental authority of the state’, which means that

they must constitute state functions.171 As described in the Commentaries on the ARISWA a

167 General Comment 14 CRC, par. 6(c).

168 General Comment 15 CRC, par. 48.

169 Joseph and Fletcher 2014, 123. 

170 Article 5 International Law Commission, Draft Articles on Responsibility of States for Internationally 
Wrongful Acts, November 2001, No.10 (A/56/10).
171 Article 5 International Law Commission, Draft Articles on Responsibility of States for Internationally 
Wrongful Acts, November 2001, No.10 (A/56/10).
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governmental function is primarily defined by the practice of the state.172 It described that

possible criteria could be ‘the content of the powers, the way they are conferred on an entity,

the  purposes  for  which  they  are  to  be  exercised,  and  the  extent  to  which  the  entity  is

accountable to government for their exercise.’173 It is argued by some courts that as long as an

entity  is  tasked  by  legislation  to  perform  a  function  and  it  is  performed  by  an  entity

implementing public policy, that function is attributable to the state, even if it is a commercial

function: “However, in the context of responsibility, it is difficult to see why commercial acts,

so called acta iure gestionis, should by definition not be attributable while governmental acts,

so called acta iure imperii, should be attributable.”174 This is not a point that is agreed upon,

the International Law Commission remains the position that commercial acts do not fall under

article 5 ARISWA.175 The UN Human Rights Committee also used the structure of article 5

ARWISA in some of its decisions about states’ responsibilities (see for example the  Franz

Nahlik v. Austria decision).176

The Netherlands has delegated, through articles 3, 7 and 8 of the Drinking Water Law, the task

of providing drinking water to water service companies.177 This means that the companies are

empowered by law to conduct certain functions and therefore it fulfils the first requirement

mentioned  in  article  5  ARISWA.  Secondly,  the  water  service  companies  must  carry  out

elements of governmental authority. The interpretation used by some courts that states are

already responsible for actions, commercial or governmental, of entities performing public

policy delegated to them by legislation, would lead to the conclusion that the Netherlands is

responsible  for  the  water  service  companies.  It  has  delegated  through  legislation  the

realization of the right to water, which entails a positive obligation of the state. The state has

to  ensure  that  water  is  available,  accessible  and  safe  and  there  is  also  an  obligation  to

facilitate, promote and provide in order to ensure the right to water.178 Therefore, the water

service companies carry out a state’s duty, as they are now responsible for providing water to

the  individuals.  Even  with  the  guidelines  of  the  Commentaries  on  the  ARISWA,  the

Netherlands  could  be  held  responsible  for  the  acts  of  the  water  service  companies.  The

172 ILC ARISAW Commentaries, commentary on Article 5, para.6.

173 ILC ARISAW Commentaries, commentary on Article 5, para.6.

174 Noble Ventures, Inc v. Romania (International Centre for Settlement f Investment Disputes), ICSID Case 
No. ARB/01/11, 12 October 2015, para. 82.
175 ILC ARISAW Commentaries, commentary on Article 5, para. 5.

176 UN Human Rights Committee, Franz Nahlik v. Austria, UN Doc CCPR/C/57/D/608/995, Communication 
No. 608/1995, para.8.2.
177 Article 3, 7 and 8 Drinkwaterwet, from 01-07-2015.

178 General Comment 15 CESCR, par. 25. 
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Netherlands does not only regulate the behaviour of the water service companies by creating

specific legislation such as the Drinking Water Law and the Rule, but it is also the owner of

the stocks of the companies. The companies are in this way accountable to the government.

Therefore,  it  can  be  argued  that  the  water  companies  are  exercising  elements  of  the

governmental authority of the Netherlands and are empowered by the state to do so. 

This leads to the conclusion that all the necessary criteria of the ARISWA are fulfilled and the

omission to implement article 3(1), article 24(2)(c) and article 27(1) CRC by third entities can

be attributed to the Netherlands. In addition, it can be argued that the Netherlands is bound by

the treaty and therefore has the obligation to implement the specific articles with regard to

children’s rights, either through third parties or by the state itself. 

However, even if on an international level the Netherlands can be held responsible, a problem

arises with responsibility before Dutch courts. A court is the ultimate entity to give effect to

international obligations and ensures that they are actually applied. As discussed in paragraph

2.1, Dutch courts can only apply international rules if they satisfy the criterion  ‘naar haar

inhoud een ieder kunnen verbinden’ (‘binding everyone’), which would establish so-called

direct effect of the rules. In this particular case the breach of international obligations by the

Netherlands is based on articles 3(1), 24(2)(c) and 27(1) CRC. In order to effectively invoke

these rights before Dutch courts and to hold the Netherlands responsible, these articles need to

have direct effect, and this is exactly where problems arise. The jurisprudence of the Dutch

courts with regard to direct effect of articles 3(1), 24(2)(c) and article 27(1) CRC is either not

in conformity or not in favour of direct effect. Although there is a general acknowledgment

that articles 24(2)(c) and 27(1) CRC are economic, social and cultural rights and therefore not

concrete enough to be applied directly, this conformity is not visible in the jurisprudence on

article 3(1) CRC. Therefore, when Dutch citizens want to invoke article 24(2)(c) and 27(1) in

order to address the violations of children’s right to water, Dutch courts will most likely not

apply  these  rules.  The  only  possible  successful  opportunity  to  address  the  violations

mentioned above and to hold the Netherlands responsible in this case is  through the best

interest principle mentioned in article 3(1) CRC, as there is still discussion if Dutch courts can

directly apply this article. Thereby, this article is one of the guiding principles of the CRC.179 

179 https://www.unicef.org/crc/files/Guiding_Principles.pdf.
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The fact that a court cannot apply the rules does not mean that the state has no duty at all with

regard to these rights. In 2010 the Court of Appeal in The Hague decided that a State, by

ratifying a treaty, also establishes a duty to create a certain legal and factual condition through

laws, governmental decisions and measures to protect the rights and interest of children when

rules have no direct effect.180 So there remains an obligation for the Netherlands to implement

articles 3(1), 24(2)(C) and 27(1) CRC through legislation or other measures and take these

articles into account when disconnecting the water services, but Dutch courts can probably

not enforce it. 

Concluding, the Netherlands can be held responsible for the third parties’ omission and its

own omission to implement article 3(1), article 24(2)(c) and article 27(1) CRC. This cannot

only  be  established through the  articles  of  ARISWA, but  also by international  guidelines

indicating that states retain their human rights obligations with regard to the right to water,

regardless of the provider. However, due to uncertainty of direct effect of these rights, the

question remains if the responsibility of the Netherlands for these violations can be invoked

before a Dutch court. 

180 Gerechtshof ’s-Gravenhage 27 July 2010, LJN BN2164, para.3.6. 
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3. Right to Water in Other States

The scope of the right to water may be inferred from examining national legislations and case

law from other  countries  around the  world.  Many countries  have  in  one way or  another

recognized and provided for a right to water. However most legislations also consider that the

provision of water, especially that which is pumped directly into taps in private households,

comes at a cost. Different jurisdictions have approached the issue of distributing the costs of

water provisions in different manners, and it is important to keep in mind that what may be

appropriate and applicable in one jurisdiction may not work in the next. On the general it

seems that water is considered affordable when the charges, all-inclusive, do not exceed 3-5%

of the household’s disposable income.181 This chapter will address the situation in different

countries. 

3.1. Affordability

Although there is no rule of international law providing specifically for a right to free water, it

must be understood that the right to water is a human right that each state has voluntarily

granted its citizens, not personal rights stemming from a contractual relationship between a

water provider and a consumer.182 

States have adopted different solutions as to secure the right to water even when there is no

personal  right  to  the  provision  of  potable  water.  A number  of  states  such  as  Belgium183,

France184, Nicaragua185, California186, Paraguay187 and Guinea188 have provisions that stipulate

that water should be affordable to all. This implies that where the water fees are not affordable

to one or more households there has been an interference with the right to water. 

In order to secure the affordability of water many states have adopted water-pricing schemes.

Some  pricing  schemes  target  specific  social  groups,  while  other  schemes  focus  on  the

difference between luxurious use of water and water for survival and conservation of human

181 Smets 2009. 
182 City of Cape Town v Strümpher [2012] Supreme Court of Appeal 104/2011, [2012] ZASCA 54. See: 
http://www.saflii.org/za/cases/ZASCA/2012/54.html.
183 Chambre des Représentants de Belgique, 14 March 2005, Proposition de Résolution ‘Accès à l’eau pour 
chacun’, adopted by the Special Commission on Globalization (Doc. 51 1666/002).
184 Law No. 2006-1772, respecting water and aquatic environments, Government of France
185 Law Governing the Suspension of Concessions for the Use of Water, Law 440 [2003], Government of 
Nicaragua.
186 California Public Utilities Code [1993] S. 739.8.
187 Law on Water Resources, Law 3239 [2007] art 4, Government of Paraguay.
188 Water Code, Law No. L/94/005/CTRN [ 1994], Government of Guinea.
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dignity. In the United Kingdom for example the parliament has enacted framework legislation

for the implementation of social tariffs and are also responsible for the effectiveness of such

tariffing189, aiming for keeping the prices under 3% of household income. In Belgium, both in

the Brussels190, Flanders191, and Wallonian region192, the authorities have put in place payment

support schemes such as public funds and tax benefits in order to ensure affordability for poor

households. Sri Lanka is another country that has developed programs specifically for the

provision  of  safe  and  affordable  water  to  the  poorest  parts  of  the  community.193 Similar

provisions can also be found in the Nicaraguan General National Water Law also provides for

supporting specific communities with less economic resources194. In the Brussels region in

Belgium the  local  authorities  have  adopted  a  provision whereby the  water  company may

charge the owner of the building instead of the tenants in the event that they fail to pay.195 

Some countries have put in place systems of free water provision, or partially free provision

in order to promote the right to water. In Latvia and the Russian Federation, people have the

right  to  free  access  to  public  water  bodies.196 Similar  provisions  can  also  be  found  in

Georgia.197 Other states operate with a minimum quantity provision, where the state is obliged

to directly provide a certain minimum amount of water to its citizens free of charge. This is

the  case  in  Indonesia198,  Madagascar199,  Mexico  City200 and  Paraguay.201 The  Honduran

government have enacted a provision that obliges them to directly provide drinking water to

communities  that  are  excluded  from  the  existing  services  for  socio-economic  reasons

including, of course, people who cannot afford to pay off a water bill.202

189 Flood and Water Management Act [2010], Parliament of United Kingdom. S 44.
190 Ordonnance réglementant la fourniture d’eau alimentaire distribuée par réseau en région bruxelloise, 
[1994], Government of the Region of Brussels. Art 2.
191 OHCHR 2006, p 3.
192 Book 2 of the Environment Code [2004], Government of the Region of Wallonia.
193 National Policy on Drinking Water [2007], Government of Sri Lanka.
194 General National Water Law [2007], Government of Nicaragua. Art 5.
195 Syndicat national des propriétaires et autres, Cour d’Arbitrage de Belgique, Arrêt N°9/1996, 8 
February1996, Moniteur belge, 1996(02)00035.
196 Law on Water Management [2002], Government of Latvia. Art 17; Water Code of the Russian Federation 
[2006], Government of Russia. Art 6(2).
197 Water Law, Law NO. 936-Ic, [1997] Government of Georgia.
198 Law No. 7/2004 on Water Resources [2004], Government of Indonesia. Art. 80.
199 Water Code Law NO, 98-029 [1999], Government of Madagascar. Art. 37.
200 Water Law of the Distrito Federal [2003], Government of Distrito Federal, Mexico. Art. 54.
201 Law on Water Resources, Law 3239 [2007], Government of Paraguay. Art. 16.
202 Preamble of Decree No. 118-2003, Framework Law for the Drinking Water and Sanitation Sector. 
Government of Honduras.
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3.2. Disconnection of Water Service in Other States

Considering the legality of disconnecting a household from an existing water network, many

countries have not created legislation to answer the question of if and when disconnections

are legal. In many jurisdictions the judiciary through case law answers this question, and in

other countries it is inferred from, for example, an absolute right. In Belgium the regional

judiciary in Wallonia has decided that a complete disconnection from the water network is

unlawful, but in order to balance the provider’s rights against the individuals’ right to water,

the water supply may be reduced to a minimum quantity necessary to survive.203 The French

District  Court  of  Avignon  has  found  that  “disconnecting  water  amounted  to  deprive  an

essential element of the life of a family made up of six people, of which four are children …

and constitutes an important impediment and health risk which could only be remedied by the

immediate  reconnection  of  water  supply”.204 In  proceedings  in  the  French  province  of

Gouvernes the judge held that interferences with the right to water is only permissible in so

far it is proportional and aims to serve a legitimate aim.205 In a different French district court

the judge found that one households failure to pay their water bills did not have sufficient

impact  on  the  water  provider  to  justify  the  deprivation  of  something  as  fundamental  as

water206 and that the family would be more inconvenienced by not having water than the water

company would by not receiving the outstanding payment. The South African judiciary in

Highveldridge  v  Highveldridge gave  the  same  argument  for  proportionality  between

economic losses and human suffering.207 The Colombian Constitutional Court established that

the reasons for non-payment of water bills had to be taken into account when assessing the

legality of water cut-offs.208 In the same case the Court also ruled that the children of the

family had an unconditional right to water as provided in the CRC, and that shut offs were

therefore unlawful.

In Montreal the water code provides that no person should be denied the right to water for

economic reasons209, meaning disconnections are not permitted unless there is an alternative

203 Juge de Paix Fontaine-l’Eveque [2009], JJP [2012] par. 839.
204 François X and the Union Fédérale des Consommateurs d'Avignon v. Société Avignonnaise des Eaux, 
Tribunal de Grande Instance (District Court) of Avignon, Order No. 1492/95,12 May 1995.
205 Madame Sandra A c/ Commune de Gouvernes [2010] Conseil d’Etat 323250.
206 CISE v. Association Consommateurs Fontauliere, Tribunal de Grande Instance (District Court) of Privas, 
Order No. 9800223, 5 March 1998.
207 Highveldridge Residents Concerned Party v Highveldridge Transitional Local Council and Others [2002] 
High Court (Transvaal Provincial Division) 28521, (2002) (6) SA 66 par. 33.
208 Carolina Murcia Otálora c/ Empresas Públicas de Neiva ESP [2009] Corte Constitucional T-546/09. See: 
http://www.corteconstitucional.gov.co/relatoria/2009/t-546-09.htm.
209 Montreal Charter of Rights and Responsibilities [2006]. Government of Montreal. Art 18.
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source of water. Finland has a detailed and specific water code wherein it stipulates that the

provision  of  water  may  only  be  lawfully  terminated  where  the  consumer  has  willfully

neglected  payment,  but  not  where  he  or  she  is  unable  to  pay  due  to  health  reasons,

unemployment, disability, or any other reason that is outside of the control of the consumer.210

Similar  provisions  may  be  found  in  the  British  Water  Industry  Act,  which  banned

disconnections  from  water  and  sewerage  services  for  non-payment  by  domestic

customers.211The UK government stated that: “Where the water supply is disconnected, the

maintenance of good health and hygiene can only be put at risk”.212 

In Cordoba, Argentina, disconnections from the water network are not permissible on any

grounds, and the costs of the water provision shall be borne by the providing company where

the  consumers  are  unable  to  pay.213 The  Regional  Court  in  Buenos  Aires  established  for

precedence that the providing drinking water for human consumption is not comparable to the

provision of any other good or service as water forms the foundation for human survival.214

Moreover, the judge contended that the right to water was not conditional upon their ability to

pay and further that the children had an absolute right to water under CRC.215 Similarly the

Uruguayan  Constitution  provides  that  human  needs  shall  be  prioritized  over  economic

considerations, thus any decision contrary to this basic principle will void.216 Various Brazilian

court cases have ruled that disconnections from the water services due to non-payment are

illegal. The reasoning is often based on Article 42 of the Consumers’ Defense Code, which

provides that no consumer of public utilities shall be ridiculed or exposed to any shameful

situations  or  threats.217 Furthermore,  some states  of  the  USA have  provided certain  legal

protections when it comes to the disconnection of water services.218 Sometimes there is legal

protection for households with children under 12 months, persons over 65 years or persons

with certain medical conditions.219

210 Water Services Act, 119/2001, [2001]. Government of Finland.
211 United Kingdom Water Industry Act [1991] S. 61 and Schedule 4.
212 House of Commons of the United Kingdom, Research Paper 98/117: Water Industry Bill (1998). 
213 Water Code of the Province of Cordoba, Law 8928/01 Art 99; Quevedo Miguel Angel y otros c/Aguas 
Cordobesas S.A. Amparo Cordoba, City, Juez Sustituta de Primera Instancia y 51 Nominación en lo Civil y 
Comercial de la Ciudad de Córdoba (Civil and Commercial First Instance Court). April 8, 2002.
214 Usuarios y Consumidores en Defensa de sus Derechos Asociación Civil c/ Aguas del Gran Buenos Aires 
SA Juez de paz (Moreno, Buenos Aires) 21 August 2002.
215 Ibid.
216 Constitution of the Republic of Uruguay [1967] art 47.
217 Consumers Defence Code, Law 8078 of 11 September 1990, as last amended by Law 9870 of 23 
November 1999.
218 De Albuquerque 2014 3, 41. 

219 Ibid, 41. 
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It is obvious that disconnecting a household from a water supply network is an interference

with the right to water; the question is whether or not it is a lawful interference. Without

considering whether or not the fact that some people are unable to pay for water, it seems that

many countries consider that they have a duty to provide water even where the consumer does

not have the ability  to pay for the service.  Both the creation of minimal  free supply and

payment support schemes are proactive measures preventing water cut-offs from happening,

at least on the basis of non-payment. However, states do seem to consider whether default

payment stems from unwillingness to pay or inability to do so. The tendency seems to be that

where a consumer is unable to fulfill the contractual obligations set out by the water provider,

rather than unwilling, cut-offs are unlawful. It seems also clear from national practices that the

termination of a contractual relationship between a water provider and a consumer does not

relieve the state of their obligation to respect, protect and fulfill the right to water. Finally,

different courts in various countries have taken into consideration the right to water of a child

and have decided that this right prevails above the possibility of disconnection. 
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Conclusion 

“To think that you’ve got two kids and there’s no water ... this is what went through my mind; what are

they going to eat, how are they going to react, how are they going to wash their hands, how are they

going to look?... you’ve got to think of all that - you need water for everything.”220

This is a quote from parents who experienced being disconnected from water services while

having two children. It shows the impact of a water service disconnection in a household with

children. This research addressed this issue and discussed if the Netherlands should establish

more safeguards when disconnecting the water service of a household with children.  The

main question of this research was: To what extent is the Dutch policy with regard to cutting

off water of households with children in accordance with human rights treaties? 

Chapter 1 described the international norms regarding the right to water and the specific right

to water  of a  child.  The right  to  water  is  deduced from article  11 ICESCR and must  be

available and affordable.  As described by the General Comments,  a state has certain core

obligations with regard to the general right to water, such as the obligation to ensure access to

a minimum amount of water sufficient for personal and domestic use. Moreover, chapter 1

also  discussed  the  possibility  of  disconnections  and  argued  that  disconnections  are  only

allowed if justifications are brought forward and if a certain procedure is followed. The list of

the Special Rapporteur is of an authoritative guidance in this regard. Furthermore, the right to

water of children was addressed. Article 3(1) CRC establishes the obligation to assess the best

interest  of  a  child  when  there  are  conflicting  substantive  rights.  Moreover,  it  creates  an

obligation for both public and private decision makers to include an evaluation of the possible

impact of the decision on a child. In addition, article 24(2)(c) CRC explicitly and article 27(1)

CRC implicitly recognize children’s right to water. 

However, after an analysis of the Dutch Drinking Water Law and the Rule of Disconnection

for Small Consumers of Drinking Water (also referred to as ‘the Rule’), it was established that

articles 3(1), 24(2)(c) and 27(1) CRC are not implemented in the Dutch regulations. Although

the  implementation  of  the  right  to  water  and  the  disconnection  policy  are  generally  in

accordance  with  the  list  of  the  Special  Rapporteur,  this  is  not  the  case  with  regard  to

children’s rights. When it comes to disconnection of water services there are no safeguards for

children and their right to water. The Rule does not contain an obligation to take into account

220 ‘Water Debt and Disconnection’ 1995, p.3. 
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a  child’s  best  interest  as  a  primary  consideration,  nor  does  it  show  any  recognition  of

children’s vulnerability, their health and their specific right to water. Therefore, the Dutch

disconnection  policy  is  not  in  accordance  with  human  rights  treaties  and  international

guidelines. 

Chapter 2 showed that the Netherlands has delegated the water service to a third party, namely

the private water service companies. Although states are allowed to delegate the task of water

services to third parties, they still remain responsible for safeguarding the right to water and

ensuring access to it. An abuse of human rights by a private company can entail a violation of

a state’s responsibility. This means that the failure of water service companies to implement

children’s  rights  also  entails  state’s  responsibility.  This  is  enforced  by  the  fact  that  after

analysing the ARSIWA it can be established that the Netherlands can be held responsible for

its own, or the water companies, omission to implement children’s right to water. As argued in

paragraph 2.3, the water service companies are empowered by law to conduct state functions

and therefore their actions or omissions can be attributed to the Netherlands. 

However, chapter 2 also addressed the problem with regard to the direct effect of articles 3(1),

24(2)(c) and 27(1) CRC in the Netherlands. As these articles form the basis of the breach of

the international obligations it is also necessary that Dutch courts can actually apply these

rules in order to hold the Netherlands responsible. In general, Dutch courts have not attributed

direct effect to articles 24(2)(c) and 27(1) CRC as these are economic, social and cultural

rights which are not concrete enough to be applied directly. Nonetheless, even without direct

effect, the Netherlands has the task to create legal and factual conditions to protect the rights

of children that do not have direct effect. The Netherlands has the task to undertake measures

to  the  maximum extent  of  their  available  resources.  However,  until  now it  has  not  been

possible to enforce these obligations through a Dutch court. Therefore, the strongest article to

be used in Dutch courts to address the violation of the Netherlands is not article 24(2)(c)

CRC, which explicitly recognizes children’s right to water, but article 3(1) CRC as there is no

conformity in Dutch jurisprudence with regard to the direct effect of this article and as it is

one of the guiding principles of the CRC. 

Chapter 3 made a comparative analysis of the disconnection policies in other states. It showed

that in some jurisdictions the situation of a household and the involvement of children mean

that  disconnection  of  the  water  service  is  unlawful.  Similarly,  some  jurisdictions  have
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considered children’s right in their decisions and decided that the disconnection of the water

service deprived them of an essential element of life of a family. Moreover, it  seems that

many countries consider that they have a duty to provide water, even when the consumer does

not have the ability to pay for the water service. 

It  is  clear  that  the  Dutch  disconnection  policy  is  not  in  accordance  with  the  obligations

provided for in the CRC and the General Comments dealing with these obligations. Even

though some of  these  recommendations  and guidelines  are  not  binding,  the  binding core

principle  is  that  the  best  interest  of  the  child  should  be  of  primary  consideration  when

decisions are being made involving children. This policy is not visible in the Rule as it does

not indicate whether the best interest of a child is part of the decision making process when

disconnection of water services are considered. 

Thereby, the Netherlands can be held responsible for the acts or rather omissions of water

companies to safeguard children’s right to water and the states’ own failure to implement the

articles of the CRC. However, due to the fact that the right to water falls in the category of

economic,  social  and cultural  rights,  the issue of direct  effect arises.  A Dutch citizen has

possibly more success if it addresses the issue of the violation of children’s right to water

through article 3(1) CRC than if it solely focuses on articles 24(2)(c) and 27(1) CRC. The

latter rights give the state a subsidiary role and give the state the opportunity to progressively

realize  these  rules.  However,  even  if  a  court  cannot  enforce  it,  the  Netherlands  remains

responsible to implement the rules of the CRC as it ratified it. So the Netherlands must create

legislation or governmental measures to act in accordance with articles 3(1), 24(2)(c), 27(1)

CRC and also implement these rules when the water services are being disconnected. The

Netherlands  also  remains  responsible  to  ensure  access  to  a  minimum  amount  of  water

sufficient for personal and domestic use, as the General Comments have considered this as a

core principle of the general right to water. The Dutch government takes a rigid approach in

this regard by referring to the possibility to buy water bottles. It is the question if this is in

conformity with the above-mentioned core principle. This is enforced by the fact that many

countries consider it as a duty to provide water to a consumer, even when they do not pay. 

Therefore,  in  order  to  act  in  accordance  with  the  CRC  it  is  necessary  for  the  Dutch

government to amend the Rule of Disconnection for Small Consumers of Drinking Water in

order  to  provide  certain  safeguards  for  children  when  their  families  are  threatened  with
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disconnection of the water service. The best interest of a child, children’s specific right to

water and its safeguards must be explicitly taken into account. Otherwise the life of a child is

in danger and situations like mentioned in the beginning of this paragraph will continue to

exists. 
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